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About This Game

Chupacabra: Jungle meant to kill you.

This jungle is ruled by one creature. Feared by all. Known to few. Most of them already dead. It is a fierce and unforgiving
environment. Designed to kill you with every opportunity. It is hunt or be hunted.
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Carve you path through vast dense rain forest and explore ruins as to understand the habits of Chupacabra. Engage with a living
ecosystem, claim territory and expand your reach. Make no mistake, all failures will be punished. By death.

CURRENT FEATURES

Single player PvE Sandbox
Dynamic fog weather and Day-Night cycle

Time Mechanics - passing time, sleeping, doing something takes time
Crafting and Base Building

Generator and electrical appliance mechanics
Camp control and AI - Bandits, Animals

Character Survival Status Mechanics (Sickness, wound, poison)
Wound Status Mechanics

Equipment and clothing system
Camp and house defense

ROADMAP

Manage performance and optimize the game
Fixing bugs in the game

Add more animals
Manage and adjust AI to be more complex
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Main story and storytelling
Improved User Interface
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Title: Chupacabra
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
White Hammer
Publisher:
White Hammer
Release Date: 17 May, 2019
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This game is seriously fun and has a lot of replay value, works pretty addicting... Honestly, for a one man project, he did a great
job. If you want to support this product and like arcade\/indie games, buy this. It's only 2,99 and honestly I can't wait for future
updates.. What a charming, well made, exciting little game for kids! Not that my childhood was bad, but if I would have Putt-
Putt Goes to the Moon in 1995, my childhood would be just a little bit better and it would fill my heart with sweet nostalgia
today :) But I haven't heard about Putt-Putt before, and still, today in 2018, I enjoyed this game with my 5yo daughter a lot and
I'm pretty sure she will play it again and again, next times without my help! Now I'm going to purchase other titles from the
series. Highly highly recommended! This game is like a cartoon but interactive and teaches children to explore and introduces to
working with PC. 10\/10, really. As others have already mentioned, this game is similar to Diner Dash and other time
management casual games. I love the cute animation, voice acting and graphic style, and overall it gave me a very pleasant
experience. There are also different types of customers with different behaviors, and sometimes you need to prioritize who gets
which table first. This game also made me realize how restauranteurs feel when I go alone to their restaurants and occupy a table
meant for 4. Now I know they must be cursing me under their breath :D

Though I recommend this game, I must warn you, there is one VERY SERIOUS BUG - If you replay old levels you have
already completed, then once you complete that same level for the second time, your total amount of gold coins REDUCES!
Yup, you read that right. I can understand if devs want to prevent people from farming coins, they don't have to award coins
again to those who have already completed the same level earlier. But reducing the total amount of coins is crazy and makes no
sense. Especially on missions where I want to play again because I got only 1 or 2 stars and I want to get 3 stars, I end up with
lesser amount of total coins every time I replay them.

If this is not going to be a problem for you, then go ahead and buy this game. But because of this bug, some achievements will
be very difficult to unlock, because in some of the tougher levels, you will need to upgrade a couple of things in order to get 3
stars, and you cannot do that when you have no coins left. You've been warned, my friend.. If you have ever played a clicker,
you know exactly what you are getting here.. This game has taught me so much about why forklifts are godly when it comes to
pallets. The pallets were speaking to me in such a way that every time I were to bump into a cargo container, I was hurting them
or pleasing them.

I can now pass my forklift driver's exam. All thanks to this game. Highly recommend!!!!! Beats having to buy a 300 dollar book
that you are barely going to use. I saved myself, 298.01 dollars! DO IT UP!!!

. gets repetitive quick and not much to it. basic solitaire here. nothing too special.. Best 400mb game on steam. Awaiting full
version!. Game is very good, but...
Mikagura Sisters DLC when?. Looks great!
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More fun than the videos even let on, I mean... you can take control of the machine gun turrets and manually mow down the
enemy hoardes its awesome. Simple, fun, everything I ever wanted in a strategy game. <3. Love this series and this one made is
no exception.
Runs perfectly (at least on my rig)
Plug in a PS4 controller and good to go (f**k you sony)
Improvement overall to the fighting mechanics and fixes issuses that I had with Estival (aerial raves useless if enemy not hit well
into the air)
Excited to see what they bring as far as adding more content (characters and missions, not just clothes). Amazing game for
being E.A. Can't wait to see where the devoloper takes it. My first play through was full of misfortune, had to go around traiding
1 grain at a time because i lost all my money multiple times, no fault of the game just me not playing it safe. But after three and
a half hours I got really a really lucky gold trade and that set me up for victory of the current goals. All said and done I am
definitely going to recomend this game to all my steam friends.. A Puzzle game (Bejeweled style) that blends with a Building
game and all based on Greek mythology? WOW! Not to mention superb graphics AND trading cards!

A must have for all gamers that love the style (and specially for this really low price!

Just go for it!. plz make the 3rd game plz. This is very much a heroquest inspired game and fans of that board game will
probably get more out of this than people who never played that.

The graphics are a great improvement over the first game and look pretty nice with an 80's cartoon/tabletop feel and i find the
quests fun. There's also a dungeon builder tool which will greatly improve the longevity and provide entertainment in itself if
creating dungeons is your thing. And a possibility of a procedural generated based expansion coming up which would be
awesome if done right.

Those complaining about the games difficulty may have not noticed that you can replay earlier dungeons, which whilst grindy, is
a good way to make sure you are well equipped and prepared for the more difficult dungeons. I also like the in game global
chat, tales of maj'eyal has something like that too and its a good way to ask advice from other players if the numbers are there.

So, good game, glad i finally got around to getting it! :). 1 Moment Of Time: Silentville is a Descent HO , Adventure game!
The puzzles are not very hard! I Will recommend this game to anyone who loves HO games :)
The only problem is with the Achievements(Buggy)
Play the game twice (i.e.,) in Casual mode & Expert mode on the same profile without using any hints or skipping cut-scenes
...Easy 100% Achievements

Chupacabra Patch 1.0.1:

Hello Fellow Hunters

The first patch includes:

- sprint and stamina adjustments

- automatic reloading when ammo is available in the inventory

- stacking arrows in inventory

- tutorials and option to skip them and play

- bug fix for bat animations
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- UI fixes for journal entries

- you can now craft more weapons, instead of just finding them in various locations

Have a great day

Chupacabra
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